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The following article is about the conceptions that different novel teachers of history and

social sciences have concerning the inclusion of women and their history during their

teaching practices. The objectives followed were to interpret and understand the content

of the discourse of the interviewees, in order to analyse the advantages and limitations

that the participants recount about their initial teaching practices. The methodology used

is qualitative, forming a focus group and interviewing the teachers. Amongst the main

results, it stands out that the formation given has not included women and their history,

confined in traditional perspectives with predominance of powerful men. The interviewees

add that in their teaching practice they have not worked with women’s narrative, however;

they recognize how relevant it is to include and transform teaching practices based on

the recognition of gender issues in today’s world. From a history and social sciences

teaching point of view, learning, and working with the relevance of actions and narratives

of women would generate agency. Thus, students could feel empower themselves by

identifying themselves with these new models; this with the objective of generating social

change concerning gender equality.

Keywords: gender education, teacher education, citizenship education, women history, social thinking

INTRODUCTION

Critical theory and their approaches were considered for the analysis and reflection over the content
of the speech of the participants (Giroux, 1998; Apple and Beane, 2012; Apple, 2014; McLaren and
Kincheloe, 2015). Critical theory provides tools to reflect on teaching and learning processes with
the purpose of generating developments concerning the fight against inequality because of gender,
ethnic groups and social status. As Giroux (1998) andMcLaren and Kincheloe (2015) stated, one of
the objectives of critical perspectives is to position social justice as an axis of educational projects.
It must be acknowledged that the struggle is against a school that has silenced, traditionally and
historically, the different critical expressions of their students (Giroux, 1998; Apple, 2014). The
authors state that their stories, knowledge and possibilities of generating changes are scarcely
worked on Giroux (1998), unlike the broad work done in the interests of powerful structures.

We coincide with the idea that the school is, within the analysis of critical theory, a space
of hegemonic struggle over the domain and transmission of specific and dominant ideologies
(Apple, 1998, 2014). These ideologies usually belong to those who have or have had power. The
educational guidelines can vary according to the current government, however; what rarely varies
is the hegemonic and ideological struggle. The school deals with the distribution of standards and
convenient dispositions that each of us will assume in a hierarchic society (Apple, 1998, p. 33).
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Bonilla and Martínez (1992), Apple and Beane (2012), and
Azorín (2015) agree with what has been posited adding that the
school and their teaching systems fragments knowledge aligning
it with the “official” instructions of content and standardized
tests. In general, this content does not recognize the presence and
actions of characters that are outside the dominant culture, such
as women, ethnic groups, immigrants, childhood, amongst other
absentees. The rare times these characters are depicted, they are
relegated to their condition of secondary characters in spite of
their own individualities, always subordinated to the actions of
the powerful male protagonist (Marolla, 2019a,b).

Regarding the context where this study is developed, it is
important to consider that there are both public and private
universities in the Chilean educational system. In both systems
a tuition fee must be paid and the amount will depend on the
type of institution. As to the school system (ages six to eighteen)
there are three types of schools: state, private, and mixed. The
employment system for novel teachers does not show greater
complexity. This is because, there are neither applications nor
public tenders to fill in the positions. Therefore, each year the
school’s administration selects curricula to integrate the novel
teachers into the teaching staff. This selection is made under
different selection criteria, such as external recommendations,
qualifications, and/or school necessities. The selection criteria
are of exclusive decision of each school’s administration
department. Thus the lack of problems novel teachers face to
be integrated into the school system, furthermore; this enables
yearly mobility and integration of novel and experimented
teachers in educational establishments (Marolla, 2019b).

It is relevant to state that the study programmes and the
official curriculum supplied by the Chilean Education Ministry,
which belongs to the State, and specifically, the history, and social
science programmes are built based on traditional perspectives
on history with male, white, and western protagonists. As a
consequence, the formation of the teaching staff in general is
framed as to provide future history and social sciences teachers
the necessary tools and strategies to continue teaching based on
the traditional perspectives: the protagonism of men that have
had political, social and economic power (Apple, 1998).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

When teaching history and social sciences is done from
ideologies that arise from pre-established power hierarchies it
causes the preservation of status quo, which has been in charge of
the production and reproduction of the aforementioned power
hierarchies and, this way, of the continuance of social inequality
(Azorín, 2015; Balteiro and Roig-Marín, 2015; McLaren and
Kincheloe, 2015). History is presented as a tale or narrative
built from the protagonists that have had some sort of political,
economic, and/or military power in society (Barton, 2002),
perpetuating the absence of women, who are understood
as passive historic characters without any relevance to the
social progress.

It can be acknowledged that in the last decades legislation,
as well as the studies and movements concerning women,

gender and feminism have incremented (Hutchinson, 1992, 2001;
Badinter, 1993; Bengoa, 1996; Lerda and Todaro, 1997; Scott,
2008; Friedan, 2009; Díez Bedmar, 2015; Díaz de Greñu and
Anguita, 2017). Regardless, this does not mean that there is
social justice for marginalized, poor, dissident, anti-capitalistic
and migrant women that continue suffering violence, rape, abuse
and marginalization, amongst other atrocities.

It is priority that the fight for empowerment and gender
social justice spreads to every area of social and cultural
life. From the didactics of social sciences point of view,
we face the challenge of the formation of new generations;
antisexist, and anticapitalistic formation recognizing the
fights that have occurred throughout the history of the
movement for gender social justice (Hooks, 2000). However,
currently women and childhood are not protagonists of
the history that is taught and learnt (Marolla, 2019a,b). On
the contrary, their voices and narratives are absent while
their tales and actions continue to be subordinated by the
history of powerful men. Thus, women continue to be
mere spectators of the history that is being taught (Spivak,
2012).

Díez Bedmar (2015), Tomé and Rambla (2001), and Díaz de
Greñu and Anguita (2017) agree that women, their voices and
history are absent in the educational processes as well as in books,
programmes and teaching practices (Pinochet, 2015; Marolla,
2019a,b). In fact, Appleby et al. (1994) agree that history and
its teaching has been built and transmitted from the hegemonic
national values, hierarchic masculinity, and the exclusion of a
diverse and pluralist society. To female authors the history that is
taught stands out for being racist, sexist, and homophobic (Díez
Bedmar, 2015).

Alonso Gutiérrez (1998), Vavrus (2009), Stanley (2010), and
Crocco (2018) agree that the teaching staff is an agent in the
transmission of gender stereotypes. If the formation continues
under the traditional structures of history teaching, issues such as
discrimination and inequality will continue to be produced and
reproduced in classrooms as well as in society (Ortega-Sánchez
and Pagès, 2018; Marolla, 2019a).

Moreno and Sastre (2003), Díez Bedmar (2015), and Crocco
(2018) claim that teaching staffs, due to their formation and the
androcentric social structures, tend to teach from the patriarchal
hegemonic model. Thus a radical change of approaches must
exist concerning formation and practices. It is not enough
to include women but it is necessary to rethink the models
that are included (Espigado, 2004; Fernández and Johnson,
2015; Marolla, 2019a,b). Teaching must encourage reflection and
analysis of the provided spaces and tales on women and their
history. Accordingly, stereotypes, biases, as well as traditional and
normalized marginalization begin to breakdown.

When women are included it is from anecdotal positions
or highlighting only those women who, somehow, have had
a connection with powerful men. Most women, who have
identified themselves with the plight of their people and the
dissidences, do not have the place to express their voices, actions,
and problems. Women, poor people, children, girls, elderly
men, and women, and those who belong to non-white ethnic
groups are the human groups that have suffered and continue
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to be oppressed and dominated (Pagès and Sant, 2012; Ortega-
Sánchez and Pagès, 2018; Marolla, 2019a,b); like so, the school
acts as a collaborator producing and reproducing guidelines as
well as cultural and gender stereotypes. Bullock and Stallybrass
(1977) state that sexism is manifested as a system rooted in
beliefs, attitudes and institutions, often unconsciously, in which the
distinctions between intrinsic value of people are based on their
gender and sexual roles (Bullock and Stallybrass, 1977; Gillborn,
1990, p. 165).

Subirats and Brullet (1988), Aubert et al. (2010), Díez Bedmar
(2015), and Díaz de Greñu and Anguita (2017) claim that,
because of what has been stated before, there are barely any
women in historical narratives. Practically, there are not any
female philosophers, scientists, workers, and leaders except those
who have become prominent because of their collaboration
in masculine protagonism. Feminine subordination has been
naturalized in society (Marolla, 2019a).

Harris (1996), Bickmore (1999, 2002, 2008), Vega (2002),
and Aguilar Ródenas (2015) agree that the school is an
excellent place to promote and generate changes. The process
of teaching and learning could arise from the students’ critic
and reflection regarding social inequalities and injustices from a
gender perspective.

Crocco (2008, 2018) states, agreeing with what has been
discussed, that the inclusion of women in teaching and learning
history not only requires that it is done in the curriculum,
programmes, and books, but it is required that the practices
and discourses that are transmitted are critical and reflexive,
inclusive and diverse. There must be a teaching practice and a
discourse that not only includes women and their voices, but it
must also promote the critic of their structures and spaces where
gender inequality remains and reproduces (García Luque, 2013;
Rodríguez Martínez, 2014).

Álvarez de Zayas and Palomo Alemán (2002) and Azorín
(2015) agree that inclusion of diversity favors new understanding
of the processes, and specially, of the social reality the students
are part of. It is a way, according to the authors, that the students
can identify with historical references. Grever (1991), Volman
et al. (1993), Díez Bedmar (2015), Fernández Valencia (2015),
and Díaz de Greñu and Anguita (2017) and add that from
identification they could start to consider spaces and paths to
social activity and politics against inequality and gender violence.

Therefore, Casas (1999), Subirats (2001), and Azorín (2015)
posit that, first of all, school spaces must be democratized with
the purpose of breaking the gender barriers that can be found
in the classrooms and in teaching. Concerning this, Thornton
(2010) states that women, as well as other actors and actresses
who are prominent in society but have been made invisible
in history teaching, are essential to make transformations.
Hence the author asks this: “Does everybody count as human?”
(Thornton, 2010, p. 88).

Woyshner (2002) claims that research concerning the teaching
staff must not only be about women’s experiences and voices, but
about inclusion of topics that have been traditionally silenced
as bodies, sex, race, private life, feminine mind-set, domestic
work, among others. There are many female authors that have
worked on this and have presented the urgent necessity that

the teaching staff becomes a critic of traditional and masculine
history with the purpose to provide students with places that
could generate participation and empowerment against gender
inequality (Hahn, 1996; Asher and Crocco, 2001; Hess, 2002;
Crocco and Libresco, 2007; Bickmore, 2008; Crocco, 2010,
2018; Donoso-Vázquez and Velasco-Martínez, 2013; Aguilar
Ródenas, 2015; Balteiro and Roig-Marín, 2015; Díez Bedmar,
2015; Fernández and Johnson, 2015; Díaz de Greñu and Anguita,
2017; Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès, 2018).

METHODS

Design
The study is of qualitative type (Álvarez-Gayou, 2003) following
the strategy of collective case study (Simons, 2011). In addition,
critical methodology was used for the analysis conceptions
(Álvarez-Gayou, 2003; Cohen et al., 2007). Arnal et al. (1994)
posit that such strategy delivers the chance to make decisions,
generate assumptions and reflect to the emancipation of people.

The advantages of case studies, following Arnal et al. (1994),
Cohen et al. (2007), Stake (2007), and Simons (2011) are: (a)
to discover facts or processes that other methodologies would
overlook; (b) to deliver chances to uncover deep and unknown
meanings; (c) to collaborate in the comprehension of complex
and educative realities; (d) to involve the participants and the
researcher in the comprehension of educational practices; (e) to
include an specific population and does not pretend to generalize
the findings of the research.

The design of the study is designed through the ideas of
Habermas (1988) and Wolcott (1994), as described by Smyth
(1989).Wolcott (1994) presents three stages: description, analysis
and interpretation. The description stage is focused on what
is happens; the analysis stage determines how structures and
relationships work. While, the interpretation phase is concerned
with the results obtained with the purpose of understanding
the processes. Smyth (1989) based on the critical thoughts
of Habermas (1988) proposes a sequence of four stages:
description (what is happening?), information (what does it
mean?), confrontation (why does it happen?), and reconstruction
(how could it be different?), this model was used by Marolla
(2019a,b).

It is noteworthy that what has been included in this study
about novel teachers as well as the objectives and proposed
methodology are part of a much wider research that includes
different types of teachers such as historians and teachers of
teachers; data which is still in the analysis stage. Nevertheless, due
to the relevance of the data gathered from the novel teachers; it
was decided to give the same relevancy to these in relation to the
results of this study.

Objectives
The objectives of the investigation were:

• To describe and analyse the content of the novel teachers’
discourse concerning the inclusion of women in initial
teaching practices in history and social sciences teaching.
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• To explore the opportunities and the limitations that the
participants have pointed out concerning the inclusion of
women and their narratives in their initial teaching practice.

• To explore the opportunities and the alternatives limitations
that the novel teachers have put forward pointed out in order
to include women and their history in their teaching practice.

• To offer and describe ideas and perspectives concerning
the spaces that the participants have proposed have pointed
out, with the aim to include and present as an issue
problematize the assigned role to women and their history in
the teaching practices.

Participants
The participants were five female and male teachers of history
and geography who had been teaching for a year in public schools
in Santiago, Chile. All of themwere awarded their degree and title
in a public university that forms teachers. Every name included
is fictitious, in order to give identity to every participant while
safeguarding their anonymity and integrity at all times. The
participant’s age ranges between 25–27 years old, which makes
them young teachers early in their career. In Table 1, essential
characteristics of the participants are detailed:

The criteria used for selection was framed according to the
definitions of Rodríguez Gómez et al. (1999) and Simons (2011):
(a) the accessibility and easiness to remain at work in the field;
(b) the existence of diverse processes and interactions; (c) the
chance to establish a good rapport with the informants; (d) the
geographic location and; (e) the disposition of the institutions
and people that participated. It is worth stressing that the
selection of participants was not done with representation in
mind, but with the purpose of meeting the objectives set for
the study.

We assume that the initial study presented is a big
advancement for the didactic area of social sciences and the
inclusion of female protagonists in the teaching and learning
processes. Specially, for the issues of discrimination, stereotypes,
and bias that firmly prevail in our classrooms, as well as the
constant productions and reproductions of the classic gender
roles and patterns. What has been stated here could serve as
an initial study since by no means this study has aimed for
generalization. The results, this way, leave the open option that
this research topic, methodology, and objectives are replicated
based on a bigger sample, with the objective to corroborate the
methodological approaches, as well as to provide new ideas and
perspectives concerning the research questions (?).

The Interviews and Focus Groups
The interviews were semi-structured, following the criteria
of Álvarez-Gayou (2003), Bisquerra (2004), Stake (2007), and
Creswell (2014). The focus group was conducted after the
interview was finished. This decision was advantageous because
it facilitated the clarification of topics that arose in the
interview, at the same time it allowed to contrast different
expressions expressed by the teachers (Álvarez-Gayou, 2003;
Bisquerra, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007). The design of the
interviews and the focus group was constructed according to
Álvarez-Gayou (2003) and Cohen et al. (2007) following: (a)
number of participants; (b) selection, duration, guideline, and
technical support, and; (c) informants that are willing to share
their experiences.

In the interviews the method used was informal conversation
interviews with the aim to generate trusting environment
and relationship which allowed the informants to share their
experiences and opinions with freedom. Cohen et al. (2007)
add that this method is ideal to gather information about
controversial topics since a non-hierarchic space is created so
the participants can express their ideas freely. The inquiry,
the data reduction analysis, the categorical measurement and
the categorization for the research designs phases followed
(Bisquerra, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007; Simons, 2011). These
phases contributed with the construction and the execution of
the interviews.

The reduction phase contributes with the information
selection which is key concerning the answers gathered in
the interviews (Bisquerra, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007). The
categorical measurement contributes in establishing concepts
and classifications based on key information that answers to the
objectives, and the categorization phase helps to establish useful
patterns to put the information in order, based on the objectives
of the study (Bisquerra, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007; Simons, 2011).

The construction of the focus groups was done according
to Álvarez-Gayou (2003) and Cohen et al. (2007) criteria
where they suggest that their design is undertaken after the
interviews with the aim of generating questions and topics based
on what was firstly said by the interviewees. The strategy of
“the probes” was used (Cohen et al., 2007), which consists of
generating extensions to the themes and answers gathered in
the interviews. In addition, with “the probes,” extensions and
clarifications are generated concerning what has been said in the
interview process as well as in the focus group itself. This way
information could be compared, topics explored in depth, debate

TABLE 1 | Participants.

Name Age Studies Socioeconomic level Experience Gender

Karla 25 History and social sciences teacher Upper class 1 year Woman

Maya 25 History and social sciences teacher Middle class 1 year Woman

Vale 26 History and social sciences teacher Middle class 1 year Woman

Diana 27 History and social sciences teacher Upper class 1 year Woman

Richard 27 History and social sciences teacher Middle class 1 year Man

Source: Own elaboration.
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between the participants generated, and consensus amongst the
questions established.

Data Analysis
The process that was followed for the qualitative analysis was
based on the stages that arose by the claims of Miles and
Huberman (1994), Wolcott (1994), Stake (2007), and Creswell
(2014). The followed stages were: (a) descriptive stage; (b)
analytic stage; (c) case interpretation stage (where data is put in
order, patterns are organized, concepts, and schemes to reflect
about the problem); (d) triangulation; (e) critical stage (where
analysis and reflection about data are done). It is important
to highlight that for the speech analysis delivered by the
participants, Bardin’s (1986) content analysis was used.

With the objective of defining the research results, the
following research questions are posed which have served as
a guide in the instruments’ design and in the analysis of the
teacher’s discourse that the teacher staff has provided: How
would you describe the initial teaching practices you have done?
What are the main difficulties that you have faced teaching
history and social sciences? Have you included women and their
narrative in the teaching processes? How would you describe
the topics that are seen in class? With which protagonists
do you work in history and social sciences class? Which are
the perspectives that you believe would promote the inclusion
of women and their narratives in teaching practice? What is
required in classrooms and in teaching to include women and
their narrative in the teaching practice? How would you assess
the first year of teaching practice concerning women and their
history as protagonists in your classes? What are the main
opportunities and the obstacles that you could describe that
influence the teaching practices to include women and their
history? All of these questions, are intertwined directly with
the proposed objectives in the construction of the instruments
and in the definition of the topics that are presented in
the results.

Ethical Criteria
The ethical criteria were defined according to the democratic
model for research (Simons, 2011). This model states that this
type of research proposes the implication of the participants.
Confidentiality, negotiation, and accessibility were used
with the purpose to make knowledge available in a public
way whilst caring that the research does not affect the
participants. For this, an informed consent (Stake, 2007;
Simons, 2011; Creswell, 2014) was given to the participants
where they, understanding the study’s objectives, expressed
their willingness to participate. Furthermore, the participants
were shown the transcripts and results, this with the objective
of approving their use, or otherwise correcting/deleting
the content.

Confidentiality and anonymity (Cohen et al., 2007; Stake,
2007; Simons, 2011; Creswell, 2014) allowed safeguarding the
participants concerning any sensitive, personal, or problematic
information. Pseudonyms were used for participants as well as
the institutions involved. Therefore, people’s integrity is under
safekeeping and protection in this study. The ethical protocol was

approved by University of the Americas. All participants gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.

RESULTS

Practicality of History and Social Sciences
Teaching and Learning
The participants shared their impressions on the practicality
of history and social sciences from a gender perspective. Vale
claims that it gives a “sense of reality” (Vale, 2018), beyond
the contrast of past and present, history provides tools for
people to “think for themselves” (Vale, 2018). Diana agrees
with what was said and adds that it collaborates in making
students feel “part of a whole” (Diana, 2018), because these
competences should be acquired in order to fight against
“inequality and their own context” (Diana, 2018). Karla states
that, at the same time, “history is supposed to drive oneself to
reflect about the causes and consequences of one’s own acts”
(Karla, 2018).

Regardless, the participants mention some difficulties that
prevent them to meet the objectives stated. For example, Karla
said the pressure to “comply with the programmes based on the
objectives of the State” (Karla, 2018) as well as standardized tests,
makes it complicated to pose other objectives. Vale and Karla
agree that teaching becomes a “mechanistic [sic] process that is
not meaningful for the student” (Vale, 2018) because learning
based on data memorization primes in class. This is explained
by Maya, adding that “the school is focused in facts and events”
(Maya, 2018).

Furthermore, Richard states that the curricular organization
itself complicates the integration of new themes and characters
“the students have problems seeing themselves in the past and
see [history] as something disconnected from the present [. . . ]
particularly with world history content or content that is not
closely related to students” (Richard, 2018). Vale agrees and adds
that this is caused by the professional formation they have had,
where she stresses they are taught “a very chauvinist history,
much about men” (Vale, 2018).

All of the participants agree that in the moment they require
assistance from their colleagues from the area of history and
social sciences to include women and their history, as to generate
innovation, but these could not be carried out because of the
heavy workload and pressure that their peers were under to
cover the contents included in the curriculum. In addition to
this and most importantly they all coincide by expressing similar
problems concerning the lack of didactic tools and strategies, as
well as little knowledge of historiographic perspectives to include
women and their history. Moreover, they detail the dominance of
historic knowledge based only in the current official curriculum
as, with the prevalence of male protagonists who have political,
economic, and military power.

Diana, concerning the professional formation granted, claims
“I had no courses about women”; thus, she comments that other
female and male teachers formed “do not know anything, do not
have any context and never go near feminism [. . . ] they continue
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to replicate history” (Diana, 2018). Vale adds that “the text books
are decontextualized or not up to date” (Vale, 2018), thus the
history and social science that we teach comes from a traditional
and masculine point of view.

Vale states that teaching teachers is fundamental to suggest
inclusion of women and their history; however; “in my mayor
overall: Are there any women’s education courses? No” (Vale,
2018). Diana agrees with what was stated and adds that hers was
a formation focused on the history of male protagonism, “I do
not recall that even one of the questions, in tests, in the different
history classes, focused on women” (Diana, 2018). Maya adds
that, in her mayor, to suggest women’s inclusion and their history
came from a personal initiative, since the mandatory subjects
involved powerful men as protagonists. It was about developing
inclusion “from a perspective of what was more appealing to me
and develop it as a personal interest” (Maya, 2018).

Topics That Are Worked in Class
Diana states that, more than just content, she looks to work from
the comprehension of the discourse that is transmitted in history
and social sciences teaching. Nevertheless, in the framework of
women’s inclusion, she expressed that “it lacks meaningfulness”
(Diana, 2018). In fact, she adds by commenting that in one of
her classes “we were discussing the SecondWorld War and every
name, every topic were only related to masculinity. The dates,
the characters, everything is masculine” (Diana, 2018). According
to the interviewee, the female students posit “What is it with us
women that we have not been able to bring up this discourse?”
(Diana, 2018).

In her experience, Diana reveals that in class, frommasculinity
we face “hostile and violent environment” (Diana, 2018), thusly
Richard states that in order to “make a change the discourse
and the way of how one refers to individuals and women” must
change (Richard, 2018). To Richard, the complexity lies in that it
is a matter of power “where men have the power, power quotas
[. . . ] because are seeing as powerful figures and women have not
had power” (Richard, 2018). Vale agrees with what was stated
and adds that “we as female teachers are ignorant concerning
women’s history” (Maya, 2018) what supposes obstacles to
suggest new content.

Maya and Vale agree with this and add that “somehow one
builds a society with language and characters” (Vale, 2018),
Maya comments that this is crucial because it is “a duty as a
teacher to do so” (Maya, 2018) with the purpose to generate
social transformations. Vale considers that women’s inclusion
is conducted outside the official requirements and moved by
personal initiatives “it is almost personal what the teaching staff
does [. . . ] I believe that there are empowered women, the issue is
that the studies that are executed are not focused on this matter”
(Vale, 2018). Hereby the approach is, from the teacher’s point of
view, that sources are found within the teaching staff and these
generate new inclusive practices.

In addition to this, the teacher claims that with the limitations
that arise in the classroom changes to the structures could be
made since in her opinion: “it is not necessary to change the
curriculum; it is based on what it is already there; to create

a new reality with our tools” (Maya, 2018). Richard agrees
and states that for example: with “the content of 19th century
history or the ‘Conservative-Liberal Republic’ one could do
something” (Richard, 2018). Nevertheless, the complexity lies in
the lack of information in order to work and include women and
their history.

Perspectives Concerning Women’s
Inclusion and Their History
The participants coincide with each other when stating that
the absence of women is not caused by the lack of research
concerning their history, but it is a problem of patriarchal social
structures that have controlled the educational and teaching
processes. Diana states that “it is a problem of society, because
to ask to be included is like ‘begging’, as if we were not human
beings [. . . ] even when one speaks with another woman she does
not even know if she is conscious that she is an individual. So, the
problem is a society that had marginalized women for so long”
(Diana, 2018). Vale agrees with these comments and says that
“our society is essentially chauvinistic” (Vale, 2018).

The teaching staff claims that, in conversation with students,
many female students have been victims of gender discrimination
andmarginalization. Karla states that in her conversations “many
girls were actual victims of gender violence, they were actually
victimized by their partners [. . . ] it is very difficult to change that
mentality, to teach women that that is not normal, [they] repeat
violence cycles and just a few women are aware of it. In this
society there is a lot of gender violence” (Karla, 2018). Diana adds
to her previous comments a critique toward women’s inclusion
and their history being presented as only anecdotal:

“The historical event of the women’s vote’, do you think it has
any relevance? It does not. However, if one comes and says why
this is important, why it is useful in a global context or national
context, that you did this [. . . ] but not all teachers can do that.
Firstly, because they do not believe it is relevant or simply because
we do not think about it. It is a problem of society, and we, as
female teachers, do not put ourselves in that position because it
is easier to continue teaching as we have always taught, without
making students reflect together” (Diana, 2018).

Thusly, as well as Diana the rest of the participants agree
that when women are included as anecdotal or annexes, the
way they are included in official plans, it contributes to
perpetuate subordination toward a history built from patriarchy.
Furthermore, they consider the difficulties that exist in the same
society; one that generally is framed under sexist structures. Vale
even states that this situation “gets so far that one cannot make
any changes, patriarchy is a very rigid structure” (Vale, 2018).

Considering the stated comments, the teaching staff suggests
different spaces to include women and their history. Richard
states that what it is fundamental is not inclusion per se, but to
generate inclusive educative structures: “I think the important
matter is to generate a more inclusive society. One that includes
groups, not only women, but groups or collectives that are made
invisible, that would generate other points of view” (Richard,
2018). Maya agrees that inclusionmust be oriented “toward other
genders, [to] talk about homosexuals, [to] talk about transsexuals,
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[to] talk about minorities, also of language and your behavior”
(Maya, 2018).

Diana adds, agreeing with her peers, that the educational
structures are based on hegemonic and masculine guidelines of
the state concerning the citizens’ formation: “the educational
structures are neither created by women, nor for women, nor to
form an inclusive society. These simply answer to form obedient
citizens that exercise their civil rights and maintain the order
of Chile” (Diana, 2018). Karla adds that within the patriarchal
structures, one of the fundamental aspects to change is related
to gender judgement and gender stereotypes where women are
presented as subordinated toward powerful men, which can
change concerning:

“Whenever the topic of women is discussed, immediately one
goes to the subject of feelings- the affectivity- as if women were
only feelings and no rationale. Young women need to be shown
that they are equally capable of studying, of being rational, that
they are not ruled by their hearts, that they can go further. They
can discover themselves as women, not inferior, on the contrary;
capable of carrying out their history” (Karla, 2018).

As the female and male teachers express: to promote an
education that includes women from the questioning of the
patriarchal structures point of view could be possible in order
to establish spaces for the girls to reflect on the marginalization
that they have suffered and thus to propose transformations.
Richard, concerning inclusion and transformation of the official
educational structures says that it should be done in consonance
with the content; focused on changes to the traditional
approaches: “I believe that it should not be treated as a separate
topic because this generates exclusion, segregation. Traditional
approaches must be changed” (Richard, 2018).

Teaching Practices in the First Year of
Teaching
Maya suggests that in order to accomplish what they have stated
they face the problem of didactic formation. In other words,
they agree that they do not have the necessary tools to generate
transformations to the educational system, as to propose women’s
inclusion from critical perspectives:

“I believe that there is also a problem in tools given in history
teaching programmes, more than just in the curriculum. In
general, the problems happen in the mayor’s programmes [. . . ]
we as individuals, as teaching professionals we have the capacity
to link it with what we claim [. . . ] because I am a woman, we
can see it from a different perspective and what we can achieve as
teachers” (Maya, 2018).

Diana adds, in relation to the lack of tools in didactics during
the professional formation, that it is crucial to include women as
well as to propose transformations. For her, in her first year as a
teacher it has been complex to generate proposals of inclusion: “If
you have a teaching formation where women’s historical sources
are not included and they are scarce, to deliver these sources
to the classrooms is very complex since there is no formation,
didactics knowledge and tools concerning this.”

Thus, Vale adds the labor of the teaching staff to include
women and their history should not only be about an education

based on content, but mainly on values: “as women, we have
everything against us, a chauvinist system, but I feel that a woman
and teacher has the role not only to teach contents concerning
women [. . . ] I believe that we need to draw on values to generate
ruptures in the chauvinist system” (Vale, 2018).

Richard and Vale agree with what has been stated until now,
where the priority is the formation in didactics in order to
have tools that collaborate in suggesting spaces of educational
transformation. Both add that it has been complex to suggest
new spaces and content in their first year of teaching: “I believe
that didactics are fundamental [. . . ] it shows you the teaching
practices in the classroom [. . . ] that teaching and learning is not
only repetition, that it is not mechanical, but transformational”
(Vale, 2018).

Karla also comments about the difficulties that she has had
in her teaching practice where she has made efforts to include
women and their history. However, students themselves have
manifested difficulties to understand the break of the traditional
contents that they see in class:

“In my case, colonial history was the most challenging [. . . ] I
tried to give explanation about a Mapuche woman’s witch craft
trial, which was a text that a female historian had written [. . . ]
to see the Mapuche woman, the ‘machi’, mostly as a witch being
judged and everything that that woman went through is hard
because they [the students] did not understand some concepts
[. . . ]” (Karla, 2018).

Maya comments about her teaching practices, and that she has
included women looking to give meaning to her work:

“My logic is to give sense to these facts and events, and to work
or link the student to the facts through practical matters that they
see in their daily lives [. . . ] given that history is not so distant, it
is part of them [. . . ]. For me, that is the aim of studying history;
not only to understand what happened or why it happened, but
to understand how what happened influences us, what does it get
to [. . . ]. It is possible to give a different meaning to history in
people’s everyday life and that is much more than just dates and
years. It is to give meaning to our present from past events [. . . ]
(Maya, 2018).

In Richard’s experience he expresses that because of the
school’s curricular organization where he has worked, he had to
exclude the approach to women and their history due to the fact
that it did not make sense with the content seen in class, further;
because of the pressure of his educational center:

“What I did in my teaching, 20th century Chilean history,
according to the school’s textbook plan, we had to work on the
subject of women. It was separated, as a unit: “Women and the
vote” [. . . ] I discarded it because ofmatters of time versus content.
So, I planned my classes within the framework of two lines:
“economy and politics” and a bit of “social” [. . . ] then the unit
or the section of women was in the middle of the content without
any sense, women related content did not fit with the rest of the
content. It did not make much sense, there was no correlation in
the plan, I might have mentioned it but it was not a class about it”
(Richard, 2018).

Diana, at the same time, explains that she has also experienced
the pressure of the educational centers and the disconnection of
women’s approach and their history in function to the rest of
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the content: “what happens is that one focuses in politics and
economy. One sees gender in the classroom if there is enough
time when it should be mandatory” (Diana, 2018). Richard adds
that in the educational centers and their practices, the problem
lies in that women and their history is seen as an annex to the
official history led by men: “at least in what I saw [. . . ], there is an
attempt to include women. In Chilean History, at least women
are included but in a separate section when women suddenly
make an appearance politically and participate, but then women
disappear and have no major continuity” (Richard, 2018).

Lastly, Diana states that the content related to women and
their narrative; their actions have been denied and made invisible
from the patriarchal construction of history. In her opinion, the
solution must be to transform the structures and the history
teaching practices with the purpose to include the voices of
women in coherence with the content: “in general women,
feminism and everything we could say is a recent topic in history
[. . . ]. I think that if we see gender history or content related
to women in class, it has already been discriminated because it
should not be apart from the rest [. . . ]” (Diana, 2018).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In regards to the professional formation the participants have
received, all of them have been instructed based on traditional
logic where the State’s hegemony and masculine leadership
has prevailed (Apple, 1998, 2014; Giroux, 1998; McLaren and
Kincheloe, 2015). Considering critical theory, the powerful
social structures promote that some content is privileged over
other, these being controlled by the patriarchal protagonism
and power (Pagès and Sant, 2012; Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès,
2018). As the participants argue, the contents that control
the scholastic structures perpetuate those which produce and
reproduce privileges, and also male undertakings over the
inclusion of a diversity of protagonists (Donoso-Vázquez and
Velasco-Martínez, 2013; Aguilar Ródenas, 2015; Balteiro and
Roig-Marín, 2015).

All of the participants agree that the school promotes the
production and reproduction of national values and national
belonging (Donoso-Vázquez and Velasco-Martínez, 2013; García
Luque, 2013; Díaz de Greñu and Anguita, 2017), where men
who have had political, military and economic power are the
ones who play a leading role and arise as builders of historical
processes (Woyshner, 2002; Rodríguez Martínez, 2014; Crocco,
2018). It is claimed that educational centers as well as history
teaching looks to perpetuate the “tradition” such as hegemonic
axis, which experiments little variability and furthermore does
not allow the inclusion of new narratives and characters (Barton,
2002; Foucault, 2008; Scott, 2008).

Hence it has to be understood that the national curriculum
that the participants work with is built from hegemonic and State
official structures where knowledge is understood as external to
people. (Vega, 2002; Bickmore, 2008; Díez Bedmar, 2015). As
Foucault (2008) states, the power structures have normalized
roles and gender structures. Thus, the curriculum produces and
reproduces the hierarchies that have positioned women under

the actions of men that have had power in society (Bonilla and
Martínez, 1992; Scott, 2008; Pagès and Sant, 2012; Díaz de Greñu
and Anguita, 2017).

As the participants claim, women, and their history are
presented in an anecdotal manner and as annex to the official
history (Marolla, 2019a,b). The few times these are presented, it
is from a domestic and private points of view being their actions
subsidiary to the ones powerful men have performed (Tomé and
Rambla, 2001; Barton, 2002). Appleby et al. (1994), Tomé and
Rambla (2001), Barton (2002), Donoso-Vázquez and Velasco-
Martínez (2013), and Crocco (2018) have claimed that teaching
has excluded women and their history in order to perpetuate
unequal social structures; giving privilege to a passive perspective
on the participation of the individual and the changes that they
could make.

Concerning professional formation, the participants state that
they have not received the ideal tools to include, problematize
and work women’s narrative. While they claim that they have
knowledge that there are sources that could be sought for,
they have not received instruction in didactics that allows
inclusion. The teaching practices, in that sense, are performed
from endocentric conceptions that provoke the production and
reproduction of gender inequality.

The practices that have been performed, the participants
recognize, perpetuate gender structures (Marolla, 2019b) where
they have raised the actions of men over the actions and
protagonism of women in history (Benavente and Núñez, 1992;
Crocco, 2008; Pagès and Sant, 2012; Fernández and Johnson,
2015; Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès, 2018). Regardless, the teachers
argue that they have made some changes making women visible
within the content seen in class. This, however relevant, has been
framed in the traditional gender structures. Women not having a
major participation in the construction of history has continued
reproducing and normalizing.

The participants comment that in their first year of teaching,
it has been complex to be able to modify the curriculum forced by
the educational centers and the State, as well as the pressure of the
standardized tests. However, they argue that in schools there are
feasible spaces to be transformed with the objective of including
and working with women’s narratives, their protagonism, and
their actions (Lerner, 1979; McIntosh, 1983; Pagès and Sant,
2012; Marolla, 2019b). The participants add that inclusion should
be done with the purpose of transforming all the androcentric
structures of history and social sciences teaching (Grever, 1991;
Volman et al., 1993; Azorín, 2015; Fernández and Johnson, 2015).

The participants, faced with the aforementioned matters,
claim that in their first teaching year they have made efforts
to generate brief disruptions in tradition and unequal gender
structures. They claim that one of the strategies is that history
teaching should be taught as something close to the students,
stressing how the teaching processes can be related to everyday
life (Subirats and Brullet, 1988; Subirats, 2001; Aubert et al., 2010;
Donoso-Vázquez and Velasco-Martínez, 2013; Díez Bedmar,
2015). As Heimberg (2005), Pagès and Sant (2012), and Ortega-
Sánchez and Pagès (2018) say, history and social sciences
teaching must allow students to identify with the processes and
this way actively participate in society (Heimberg, 2005; Del
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Olmo Pintado and Gutiérrez Sánchez, 2006; Aguilar Ródenas,
2015; Fernández and Johnson, 2015).

It is important to mention that the participants agree that
women’s inclusion could be promoted so the girls feel identified
with the actions of their peers over history (Vázquez, 2003; Scott,
2008; Fernández and Johnson, 2015; Marolla, 2019a,b). This
would in the service of creating agency where the female students
could understand that they are also developers and protagonists
of historical processes (Alonso Gutiérrez, 1998; Vavrus, 2009;
Stanley, 2010; Crocco, 2018; Marolla, 2019a). Not only female
students could generate agency regarding their participation
in history but male students could understand that history
has been built stressing masculine over feminine protagonism,
situation that answers to hegemonic interests (Levstik and Groth,
2002; Heimberg, 2005; Vavrus, 2009; Crocco, 2010; Balteiro and
Roig-Marín, 2015). This empowerment would imply that male
and female citizens participate socially to fight against gender
inequality (Álvarez de Zayas and Palomo Alemán, 2002; García
Luque, 2013; Fernández and Johnson, 2015; Marolla, 2019b).

Lastly, it is relevant that the participants agree, in tandem
with Casas (1999), Subirats (2001), Thornton (2010), and Aguilar
Ródenas (2015), by claiming that in their first year of teaching
practice it has been complex to include women and their history,
and they have made efforts to disrupt the pressure in the
educational centers and the official curriculum. Nevertheless,
these efforts have not produced the expected results since
they stress that: firstly, they do not have the necessary tools
or formation in didactics; secondly, their little experience in
teaching practices leads to them being restricted to what is
enforced official programmes. Thusly agreeing with Hahn (1996),
Woyshner (2002), Bickmore (2008), and Hess (2002) who state
that the formation and reflexive practices are fundamental to
generate educational transformations.

Amongst the main conclusions that can be obtained, the
relevance of research concerning the initial teaching practices is
stressed. As the participants have manifested they agree on the
importance of women’s inclusion and their history in teaching,
even so, they express a number of worrying situations to those
who work in teaching teachers.

This way the teachers express criticism of the formation they
have had. These comments are in tandem with the studies of
Pagès and Sant (2012), Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès (2018), and
Marolla (2019a), who, in a similar way, express what was said in
the research; that the content and processes that have been learnt
in their programmes are ruled by traditional structures of history.
These structures are based in male protagonism stressing their
actions and narratives over the rest of the characters.

Women’s inclusion and their history are carried out from
anecdotal positions or as annex data to official history with men
as protagonists. History teaching is presented from patriarchal
points of view, being women the spectators of the tales,
narratives, and the actions. This means that the students identify
that history has been built from the actions performed by men
where women have had neither participation nor interference in
the social progress.

Lerner (1979), McIntosh (1983), and Pagès and Sant (2012)
propose a workmodel for the understanding of teaching practices

from a perspective of gender and inclusion of women in teaching.
This model can be summarized in the following stages (Table 2).

These models agree that, in general, history teaching does
not include women and their history. Except in those areas
and tasks that have been identified as “women’s activities”;
no historic narratives have been recovered, being androcentric
history that includes them in an anecdotal and subordinate way
in the history that includes masculine protagonists. The model
proposes their inclusion from the transformation of traditional
practices and structures (Grever, 1991; Volman et al., 1993;
Aguilar Ródenas, 2015; Díez Bedmar, 2015). Inclusion from
those perspectives would collaborate with the recognition of the
students’ particularities, supporting identification with the past
and their position in today’s society (Heimberg, 2005; Del Olmo
Pintado and Gutiérrez Sánchez, 2006; Azorín, 2015; Fernández
and Johnson, 2015).

Thus the participants add that in their professional formation
they have not worked with content and processes linked to
women’s history, their narratives and voices. On the contrary,
it has been focused in traditional content with powerful male
protagonists, because of politics, economy and/or military
aspects. Hence they agree that the professional formation
they have had has come from patriarchal and androcentric
structures making women as well as those who represent social
diversity invisible.

In this context, the participants also comment that the didactic
courses have not prepared or formed them to create spaces
that include women and their history. On the contrary, the
formation has focused on preparing them to work and teach
from the status quo. Although they recognize the importance
to include women and their voices, so much that boys and
girls could identify themselves as developers of their own
history, as to generate social transformations to inequality, they
do not have the tools or the reflection concerning reflexive
practices to propose changes to the educational centers and the
compulsory programmes.

It is crucial that the professional formation is recognized
by the importance to transform the traditional viewpoint
of history and social sciences teaching. All the programmes
should be reformed from a logic that not only promotes the
questioning of patriarchal structures, gender, race, and social
class inequality, but that it is also thought to promote changes
in teaching practices, official programmes, and the educational
centers impositions.

Didactics comes to be crucial as an axis to create spaces
of transformation in current teaching practices. The context
in which one works, in general, is going to be problematic
which is why the teaching staff should have the necessary
competences to face problems, as well as to suggest solutions
and transformations. Here is that didactics, as the teaching
staff recognizes, becomes essential in order to be reflective– in
practice (Donoso-Vázquez and Velasco-Martínez, 2013; Marolla
and Pagès, 2015), so to count with enough tools that allow
teachers to face the different contexts.

One of the main advantages of women’s inclusion and their
narrative in history teaching is recognized when stating that girls
could identify themselves with historic characters seen in class,
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TABLE 2 | Inclusion of women in teaching.

Lerner (1979) McIntosh (1983) Pagès and Sant (2012)

Male-defined history Womanless, all-white history History without women

Compensatory history: missing and notable women are added Corrective history, also known as the exceptional other history History and women

Contribution history; women’s contributions to male-defined

society are highlighted

Issues history; sexism and patriarchy serve as interpretive

frameworks to women’s history

Women’s history

Oppression framework; women’s history told through terms of

oppression. Women on their own terms history

Alternative starting point history; women’s lives as history there’s

nothing too humble to study

The story for women

Female oriented consciousness in history; experiences of women

in the past are valued and become the interpretive framework

History redefined and reconstructed to include women’s ways of

being. Knowing, living and loving

History from women

Male-defined history Womanless, all-white history History without women

Compensatory history: missing and notable women are added Corrective history, also known as the exceptional other history History and women

Contribution history; women’s contributions to male-defined

society are highlighted

Issues history; sexism and patriarchy serve as interpretive

frameworks to women’s history

Women’s history

Oppression framework; women’s history told through terms of

oppression. Women on their own terms history

Alternative starting point history; women’s lives as history there’s

nothing too humble to study

The story for women

Female oriented consciousness in history; experiences of women

in the past are valued and become the interpretive framework

History redefined and reconstructed to include women’s ways of

being. Knowing, living and loving

History from women

Font: Lerner (1993, p. 145–153), McIntosh (1983, p. 32–34), Woyshner (2002, p. 359), and Pagès and Sant (2012, p. 102).

assuming that they are also part and developers of historical
processes. In this way they could empower themselves when
faced with social issues and inequality, therefore, helping them to
participate in generating changes in the context of social justice.

Lastly, the teaching staff recognizes the importance of their
teaching work in the context of a socially troubled society. They
claim that their role is more than delivering content and that
the students continue under an economy based educational logic
(Pagès and Sant, 2012; Azorín, 2015; Díaz de Greñu and Anguita,
2017; Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès, 2018; Marolla, 2019a,b) but that
theirmain function is to deliver the competences and tools so that
the students can feel empowered by and actively participate in the
fight against the inequality that they are part of.
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